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At some point, the Goldsmiths come into acquaintance with young Schallmo,
whom they went to, most likely, when they had the idea to build a house on

he construction of 184 West Utica, steps from Buffalo’s most prestigious
street, Delaware Avenue, is a tale of the other side of the tracks, or, rather,
the other side of Main Street. It starts in the German working class neighborhood of the Fruit Belt with a young draftsman-turned-architect, Albert
Schallmo, and a bricklayer neighbor Jacob Goldsmith. It ends with the artist
Rodney Taylor, who was raised in the Fruit Belt, died in December 2019, and
was the last owner-occupant.
Albert Schallmo was born in Williamsville on April 12, 1884, to John and Rose
(Wagner) Schallmo. The couple had moved to Williamsville from the lower East
Side to be close to the Dodge mill on Ellicott Creek, where John worked as a
miller. The Schallmo family moved to the Fruit Belt between 1900 and 1902,
first to Maple Street,1 and by the fall of 1903 the parents and six children, plus
mother-in-law Catherine Wagner, lived at 253 High Street. Albert was 20 and
listed as a draftsman, a job he had worked at since age 18. The 1905 state census
lists Albert as an architect. He was 21. Around the corner, at 254 Lemon Street,
lived mason and bricklayer Jacob Goldsmith, 54 years old, a German immigrant.
Two sons, who were concrete finishers, a relatively new job description, lived
there as well.
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speculation. On January 28, 1907, Albert
Schallmo filed plans for 184 West Utica
Street. Newspapers noted Jacob Goldsmith’s plans for a brick house next to
the Buffalo Riding Academy site. It was
to be a speculative venture by the Fruit
Belt bricklayer, who would offer the
house for sale in the Buffalo Times on 25
August 1907. The construction cost of
the house was estimated by Schallmo to
be $6000; Goldsmith hoped to sell it,
with much of the work presumably
done by himself and his sons, for
$11,000.
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The year 1907 was an ill-fated one
both to launch an architectural career
and to build a speculative house. The
economy slid into recession in May, and
a full-blown panic occurred in October.
The Panic of 1907 was the worst economic contraction to hit the United
states in 14 years. Business declined by
30%.2 Goldsmith had a hard time selling
the house. By November he was offering it as “an unusual opportunity—beautiful new brick residence; way down
price. That yielded no sale. Goldsmith
must have decided he could not sell it in
the short term, and moved in, where, in
January 1909 he offers a “modern, compact, new brick house; sacrifice price,”
with inquiries to be made on site.
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Goldsmith needs more income despite an economy that has been expanding since June 1908; short-term
occupant George Watkins appears as the
first known renter, in the fall of 1909.
Goldsmith had perhaps $4800 dollars
out-of-pocket in the house, a breathtaking sum for a bricklayer. All of January
1910 Goldsmith is trying to sell the
house, hard. He has no luck, because a
second panic breaks out that month,
with a recession that would last two

December 9, 1905
edition of popular
national weekly Collier’s indicates how
deeply Flemish Revival had penetrated
the American consciousness in years
preceeding tricentenary observances of
Hudson’s voyage
and establishment of
New Netherland in
1609.
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years. It is worth noting that prior to the
New Deal, all mortgages in the U.S. were
private, most often for five years, with
50% down. Goldsmith’s note is due in
two years.
Goldsmith finally is able to sell it by
the fall of 1910, to harness manufacturer
Ernest Franks, and moves back to the
Fruit Belt, to Mulberry Street. Ernest
Franks and his descendants would live
in the house into the 1960s.
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The difficulty in selling the house
was certainly not due to its quality or
style. Schallmo proved even at this
young age to be a good student of architecture and of client. A bricklayer and
mason is going to want to show off his
handiwork. The Flemish Revival style—
all brick and stone— was front and
center in New York State in particular.
As the accompanying photos show,
the Flemish Revival gave Schallmo
plenty of scope to indulge his client. As
we see, the house is square and compact, efficiently enclosing as much
space as possible with as little perimeter
wall as possible. The smooth brick is
deep red and dense, of jumbo dimension (beyond the dreams of 17th century
brick makers), laid in running bond. The
mortar is V-pointed, creating a dimensionality at close range, relieving the
taut brick skin.
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The contrasting trim is just as it is on
the style’s 17th-century antecedents:
sills and lintels with dressed tops and
bottoms and rusticated faces, of local
stone (in this case, buff Medina sandstone); the heavy lintels of doors and
windows resting on massive, quarryfaced quoin blocks. The step- gabled
dormer is suitably rough, tough, and
large: viewed straight on, it occludes

Oak front door of Ernest Franks house enframed by quarryfaced sandstone
quoins, rusticated lintel slab, striated and
dressed threshold.

the hip roof behind it. Americanisms of
the late 19th century are the hipped roof
and asymmetricality of the front facade.
particularly the second floor, where two
bedroom windows are conjoined, sharing a rocky center post, while a third
window is isolated by large planes of
wall on either side. The effect doesn’t
get out of hand; the risers of the first
steps of the gable are in line with the
centers of the windows below, controlling the composition.
The east side of the house is characterized by twin chimneys that project
outward the depth of one brick; this is
carried on through the stone foundation to the ground. A fine lunette with a

rough lip of sandstone is tucked next to
the northern chimney. The second floor
windows on the east, south, and west
facades are all without quoining but retain their rusticated lintel blocks and
sills.
The house is surmounted by a hip
roof with flared ends, repeated in the
small wood-shingled dormers on the
east and west sides. The dormer on the
west side eshews a hip, terminating
with vergeboards, the better to see the
compound slope of its roof.
The foundation is unusually fine for
such a house in Buffalo, composed of
quarry-faced irregular sandstone blocks
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laid randomly. Goldsmith and Schallmo
could both be proud of it.
At first glance, the concrete porch
floor and concrete steps seem anachronistic—they surely replaced a wooden
floor and steps decades after construction? But they are original to the house,
called out for special attention in the
very first advertisement for the house.
A hint is a stone scupper to which the
entire floor slopes. That took some skill,
probably due Goldsmith’s sons, the concrete finishers. What isn’t original is the
discordant red paint that covers the
porch and steps.

A hard and dense
brick, muscular detailing, fine craftsmanship: A solid
house for a solid citizen was the goal of
builder and architect.
Clockwise from right:
East elevation features deeply incised
lunette, a soldier
course supports porch
coping and roof,
flared dormer, randomly laid sandstone
block foundation.
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Although the house did not sell for
an amount that met the expectations of
the builder, the original buyer was satisfied unto death. Ernest Franks, harness
maker,
saddlery
operator,
hardware store owner, was adaptable in
livelihood to changing circumstances,
but he called the same house he bought
in 1910 home until he died in 1938. After
that his son Robert and family lived in
the house until at least 1960.
One can imagine Jacob Goldsmith
being chastened by the experience of
dipping his toe into real estate speculation. He went back to the Fruit Belt and,
evidently, bricklaying and masonry. Dependable work if you can get it. Albert
Schallmo would have counted himself
lucky for the experience of designing a
house at twenty-one, and a good one at
that.
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It is unclear whether Schallmo was
moonlighting from his drafting job with
the Goldsmith work, or had boldly set
out his shingle at the tender age of 21,
with what connections he could have
made in his working class ethnic world.
In any case, he was back at the drafting

board full time from 1908 through 1918,
working successively for Lansing &
Beierl, Williams Lansing, and finally,
Lansing, Bley & Lyman.
Lansing & Beierl was one of the top
firms in the city in the first decade of the
20th century. In the first three years
Schallmo is known to have worked for
them (1908-1910), the firm designed
over 20 buildings or additions, includ-
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ing 219 Bryant Street for Children’s Hospital and a house for masonry contractor Ballard Crocker at 114 Chapin
Parkway, of, naturally, finely detailed
brick. Schallmo stayed with Lansing
when the latter split with Beierl in 1910.
Lansing’s work address is then listed
with Bley and Lyman, with some work
credited to him alone, and others to
Lansing, Bley & Lyman. In August 1913,
the same month parishioner Schallmo
was married in Our Lady of Lourdes
church, Lansing, Bley & Lyman were designing the Lourdes school. With Lansing, two exceptional houses came off
the drafting boards: 68 Penhurst Park
and 180 Chapin Parkway, both stuccoed
Arts & Crafts temples of domesticity.
In 1913, another draftsman is hired,
Chester Oakley. Like Schallmo, he had
East Side working class roots, living in
the Fruit Belt with his peripatetic parents. Unlike Schallmo, who had five
siblings, Oakley was an only child. It
seems, from later events, that the two
hit it off.
In October 1915, Schallmo moved
into a stuccoed Arts & Crafts cottage he
designed for his growing family, in the
Williamsville of his youth, on the banks
of Ellicott Creek. The use of art glass,
terra cotta, and oaken detailing in the
Schallmo house are a warm embrace of
the Arts & Crafts ethos, and a steppingstone between the Franks house of
eight years before and Blessed Trinity
eight years later.
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By 1916, there was no question the
United States was going to join the allies
in the Great War. This put a damper on
architectural work, and plan filings at
Lansing, Bley & Lyman virtually dissappear. In late 1917 the U.S. is at war
against Germany, and Schallmo does

Flemish style originated in Ghent,
Flanders: On left,
First Grain Master’s
House, 1430, and
grain warehouse,
13th century (oldest
known step gable).
Archers’ Guildhall,
(Ghent, 1477) has
large step-gabled
dormers and smaller
flared-roof dormers
with slate-shingled
walls, echoed in
Franks House.

not appear to be employed in the City of
Buffalo. Sometime in 1918 Schallmo is
back at work in Buffalo, as an architect
and engineer with Sizer Forge, an essential wartime industry.
After the war, back at Lansing, Bley
& Lyman, the latter two decide to set up
their own firm in 1919. Draftsman Oakley stayed with Lansing, becoming a
partner in Lansing & Oakley. A short
year later, Lansing dropped dead over
dinner at his own home.
Oakley reached out to Schallmo,
nine years his senior and busy designing
houses in Williamsville for his neighbors and fellow parishioners at SS Peter
and Paul R.C. Church (for which he designed a new school). Schallmo agreed

to a partnership, and Oakley & Schallmo
set up shop in the Delaware Court
Building in 1921.
Schallmo was the motive force in
the firm, with his connections in the
German Catholic East Side paying div-
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idends almost immediately. Schallmo’s
expressive talent in brick architecture,
begun at 184 West Utica, would come to
fullest flower in four masterpieces over
five years.
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When Schallmo moved out of the
family house in the Fruit Belt upon marriage, the rest of the Schallmo clan
joined eldest brother William in a classic
shophouse at the corner of Victoria Avenue and Holden Street. It was in the
largely German neighborhood that grew
up around quarries in the northeast section of the city known as the Yammerthal (“Vale of Tears”). The Buffalo
Diocese had just established Blessed
Trinity parish and laid the cornerstone
of a church-school-social hall in 1907.
When John Schallmo died in 1915 after
a lengthy period of declining health, his
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WEST UTICA

The large lot sizes
and parking lots on
West Utica Street are
a legacy of a large
horse-riding academy
and stable complex
built in the late 19th
century. The location
was ideal, near the
largest concentration
of horse-owners in
Buffalo. The same
people would be the
largest concentration
of early car owners,
and the stables and
riding arena were
used for auto storage
by 1915.

funeral service was presided over by the
founding priest of Blessed Trinity, John
Pfluger. In 1916, Pfluger was assigned to
another German parish, and Albert Fritton, a Canisius College graduate, assumed leadership.
Like Pfluger, Fritton was a graduate
of the famous Canisianum theological
institute in Innsbruck, Austria. While in
Innsbruck, Fritton had traveled to
neighboring Italy, where he was deeply
moved by the architecture of churches
in Lombardy.
At the fast-growing Blessed Trinity,
Fritton had the opportunity to plan for
a new, permanent church, an endeavor
agreed upon by the parish in 1922. The
name of Albert Schallmo must have
crossed Fritton’s mind immediately
when thinking of who might design the

structure. In late 1922 Oakley &
Schallmo filed plans. The larger-thanlife figure of Thomas Plassman, new
president of St. Bonaventure College,
chose the hundreds of iconographic
castings which adorn the exterior. The
polymathic Plassman, yet another German native, would have been known to
all involved. Schallmo supervised construction, which started in 1923.
One look at the Blessed Trinity plans
and brickwork, and three other parishes
looking to construct new churches rapidly enlisted Oakley & Schallmo: St.
John the Baptist (completed in 1927), St.
Casimir, and St. Luke. Each of these
were in outlying working-class neighborhoods of the expanding city. One can
imagine the two young architects seizing the chance to bequeath people like
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themselves architectural objects of
great beauty generally reserved for the
seats of power downtown.
In addition, President Plassman of
St. Bonaventure followed up with commissions for a dormitory and oratory at
his growing college, with the promise
for more work.
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The future looked bright until disaster struck. In January 1928, after St.
John’s had opened the previous
summer, ground been broken for St.
Luke in the fall, and as finishing touches
were being applied to Blessed Trinity
and St. Casimir, Schallmo died suddenly. With the talented Joseph
Fronczyk also having just left the firm
for his own practice, the firm withered
under the reclusive Oakley. The practice
lived largely off relationships established by the socially active and handson Schallmo.
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Oakley never achieved the heights
in solo practice that he had with
Schallmo and Fronczak. Oakley got
work through a former Canisius College
priest in 1930 for a shrine in Auriesville,
and Plassman hired him to replace several buildings lost in a catastrophic 1930
fire. In 1934, probably on the strength of
his church fame and dormitory work, he
was named architect for the new Buffalo Housing Administration, a post he
may have held for less than two years—
the last mention of him in that capacity
is in connection with a contractor’s lawsuit brought against him and the eight
architects working under him on the
agency’s first project, Kenfield. Oakley
was a loner without offspring, and was
reduced to living in a trailer in Kill Buck
outside of Salamanca at the close of his
life—first with his wife, then alone after
she died.

Clockwise from r.,
Oakley &
Schallmo’s unsurpassed skill at massing and materials,
and attention to all
sides of a building.
Apse and side elevation of Blessed
Trinity; serene
forms of St. Luke
and exuberantly
polychromatic St.
Casimir; interior of
Schallmo’s own
house in Williamsville.
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Arist Rodney Taylor, 1966-2019, was
the last owner-occupant of the Ernest Franks House.
Don Nieman photo
The house designed and built by
Fruit Belt residents venturing out into
the wider world came full circle in 2004,
when another son of the Fruit Belt, artist Rodney Taylor, and his wife Annette
Daniels-Taylor, bought the house. Taylor had been out in the world and was
coming home. Taylor’s parents lived
two doors away at 176 West Utica, the
same house they had bought when
Urban Renewal and expressway building caused them to leave the Fruit Belt
in 1974. His mother was a member of
the church across the street.
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Taylor died in December 2019, but
not before he knew his work would be
central to the first show installed at the
Albright Knox Northland art gallery,
Open House: Domestic Thresholds. The
show opened on January 17, 2020, the
same day the demolition request for 184
West Utica Street was made public. n
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The following are excepts from the Buffalo News obituary of Rodney Taylor, by Sandra Tan, which appeared Dec. 21, 2019.
Rodney Ray Taylor, a local abstract artist
whose evocative paintings hung in galleries
from the Lincoln Center to Mexico City, died
in Buffalo General Medical Center on Dec. 9
from kidney disease complications. He was
53.
Born and raised in Buffalo, he spent his
early years in the Fruit Belt neighborhood before moving to the Elmwood Village, where he
further developed his love of art, including
summer work at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery. His own work would later hang at the
gallery.
Mr. Taylor graduated from Lafayette High
School and attended Villa Maria College before transferring to the Fashion Institute of
Technology. He also took classes at other col-

leges, pursued master's coursework at Milton
Avery Graduate School of the Arts at Bard
College in the Hudson Valley, and was
awarded a fellowship to the Skowhegan
School of Painting and Sculpture in Maine.
He met his wife, then a wardrobe stylist,
while working at a cafe in New York City. The
two would go on to have four children together while he continued to pursue his artistic ambitions, which drew inspiration from
the struggles of urban life. In a 2017 interview
with The Buffalo News, Mr. Taylor said his abstract work had nothing in common with comfort and security.
"I'm not interested in people's comfy life,"
Mr. Taylor said, noting that he purposely
keeps his studio cold and uncomfortable as a
reminder that he is there to work.
After being diagnosed with kidney disease, his family convinced him to return to
Buffalo in 1999. He would eventually undergo
two kidney transplants.

